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A recent Aberdeen Group study explored the increasing impact partner / channel efforts are having on marketing and sales 
performance. Partner / channel efforts are defined as the strategic expansion of marketing and sales activities through 
external entities. This provides additional marketing and sales capabilities for shared benefits (a.k.a. partners) and / or 
external organizations offering access or expertise in specific communication or distribution networks (a.k.a. channels). 
While this partner / channel capability may sound complicated, here’s what you need to know to harness its potential: 

 

 

Fifty-nine percent of Best-in-Class organizations are already exploiting partner / channel 
advantages. Whether you’re among this contingent or not, establishing partner / channel 
relationships, even just a few to start, expands and amplifies the impact of marketing and 
sales operations. 

 

Partners and channels distribute marketing and sales work (and lower costs) in shared 
revenue or other value exchanges. Partner / channel capable organizations predominently 
reduce customer acquisition costs year-over-year, while All Others increase costs.  

 

Partner / channel management technology is changing the game. The majority of 
organizations (65%), with partner / channel capabilities support those capabilities with 
partner / channel management technology. 

 

Supported by technology, partner / channel capable organizations shorten YOY sales 
cycles at 5.5 times the rate that All Others lengthen theirs. (This proves that adding 
complexity with other marketing and sales entities no longer yields diminished efficiency in 
the selling process.) 

 
Shared data among partners / channels and parent organizations builds on shared 
strengths and knowledge. Partner / channel capable organizations improve data quality / 
accuracy at a 103% greater rate than All Others, YOY. 

 
Make partner / channel efforts answer to revenue metrics and ROI. Partner / channel 
technology users improve overall company revenue growth at a 48% greater rate, annually, 
compared to non-users. They also increase profit margins at a 64% greater rate, YOY. 

 
Extend marketing and sales best practices to partners and channels. Use technology and 
processes to share content, marketing and sales tools − and even training or educational 
programs − to keep all partners and channels in synch.   

 

7 STEPS FOR ENHANCING MARKETING AND 
SALES WITH PARTNER / CHANNEL EFFORTS   

Read the full report: Partner / Channel Efforts: No Longer Outcasts of Marketing & Sales 
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